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Background

Establishing a compensation & 
performance management 
philosophy that supports the 
attraction, retention, and 
development of a highly qualified, 
motivated, diverse workforce

Developing a modern 
classification and compensation 
system that is capable of 
meeting the needs of a growing 
and evolving workforce

Creating a modern 
employee performance 
management system that 
focuses on the growth and 
development of employees

In September, 2018, staff shared the plan for modernizing the 
County’s Pay and Classification System, with goals of……



Challenges to address
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Current 
systems more 
than 20 years 

old

Current 
approach does 
not support a 
culture of high 
performance 

and 
accountability

Attracting and 
retaining the 

talent we need
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Classification and Compensation Issues

Job and title inconsistency

Uncertainty on current job roles and where they fit within 
the broader County structure

Lack of transparency into career paths, promotional 
opportunities or advancement potential

Inconsistent performance management and pay practices
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Development Process

Data Points
Salaries and 
Performance ratings

Organizational charts 
and reporting 
relationships

Current classification 
and compensation 
policies and procedures

Interviews
County Manager’s Office 
and Department Heads

More than 200 
employees participated 
in cross-functional and 
cross-departmental 
manager and employee 
focus groups

Market Research
Study to establish salary 
market median values

Human Resources and 
consultant slotted 740 
proposed job titles 
based on market data or 
career level relationships
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The Job Family Structure
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Building the Job Architecture
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Job Family Structure
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Job Classifications Before and After

329
Job Classifications Before

Additional Job Titles/Classes now… 
fully captures the diverse roles within the County
better describes the role, improving recruitment success 
accurately reflects the level and work  
provides defined opportunities for career development

740
Job Classifications After

Amendment to Wake County Ordinance Chapter 31 will be necessary to reflect the significant changes in classification structure.
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Compensation Recommendations
Pay bands new term is “Market Ranges” to indicate pay is 
market based; All market ranges continue to be at or above 
Living Wage

Establish new market range structures for CCBI, 
Information Technology and Medical in addition to the 
Legal, Sheriff and Detention existing special structures. 

Significant structure revision to EMS due to market 
conditions that hinder recruiting efforts. 

Department Heads actively involved in reviewing job 
families, sub families, classifications and respective 
market ranges. 



New Salary Structure Illustration
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• New structure helps illustrate that employees may be at different career levels while in the same market 
range

• New structure helps illustrate that employees may move both horizontally or vertically (supervision is not the 
only means of increasing opportunities for professional growth)
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Impact to Employees Over Max
Market range changes will reduce the 
number of employees over the 
maximum of the range by 80% from 
82 to 14 employees

The Big Picture

Employees to New Minimum
Market range movement will require 
approximately 300 employee salaries 
be adjusted to the new minimum (7% 
of employees)

Positions with
Ranges Going Up

Positions with
Ranges Staying

the Same

Positions with
Ranges Going Down

76% 21% 3%*
*Mostly due to individual position allocations, no salaries will be reduced  
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Dollar Impact of Moves to Minimum by Dept
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Additional Salary Adjustments 

• Further calculations are needed to determine employee 
pay in relation to the new structure 

• In January 2020, Human Resources will make 
recommendations for employee salary adjustments that 
are needed to maintain market positioning
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Next Steps

Amend Wake County Code Ordinance, Chapter 31, Section 31.05 to 
address change in classification approach

Amend FY20 Personnel, Classification and Compensation Ordinance

Upon approval, notify all employees of new job classification, market 
range and any individual salary impact  of moves to the minimum

Pay and classification changes to be effective January 1, 2020 
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